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Abstract: Hemophilia B (HB) is a bleeding disorder caused by deficiency of or defect in 
blood coagulation factor IX (FIX) inherited in an X-linked manner. It results from one of 
over 1000 known pathogenic variants in the FIX gene, F9; missense and frameshift changes 
predominate. Although primarily males are affected with HB, heterozygous females may 
have excessive bleeding due to random or non-random X chromosome inactivation; in 
addition, homozygous, compound heterozygous, and hemizygous females have been 
reported. Somatic and germinal mosaicism for F9 variants has been observed. 
Development of antibodies to FIX treatment products (inhibitors) is rare and related to the 
type of causative variant present. Treatment is with products produced by recombinant DNA 
technology, and gene therapy is in clinical trials. Genetic counseling with up-to-date infor-
mation is warranted for heterozygotes, potential heterozygotes, and men and women affected 
with HB. 
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Introduction
Hemophilia B is a genetic disorder of impaired blood coagulation that causes 
excessive bleeding, particularly following trauma or medical procedures, which 
can be life-threatening if untreated. A hallmark of hemophilia is bleeding within 
joints and muscles that in the past often resulted in disability. Today the disorder is 
manageable by replacing the missing blood coagulation factor, factor IX (FIX), 
using recombinant drugs that are often administered by patients or family members 
to prevent or treat bleeding. Among the many known bleeding disorders, the term 
hemophilia is reserved for two X-linked disorders, hemophilia A (HA) and hemo-
philia B (HB), which are almost indistinguishable clinically.1 Since the gene for 
FIX, named F9, was cloned in 1982,2,3 more than 1000 variants causing HB have 
been reported.4,5 Genotype–phenotype associations have been made that clarify 
some of the basic characteristics of the disorder. The appearance of HB in females 
is also better understood based on developments in X-chromosome genetic testing.

History
Hemophilia is readily recognizable in historic literature because of its striking 
clinical features and inheritance pattern. Hemophilia was mentioned in Rabbinic 
writings of the 5th century.6 The first medical report was in 1803 by John C. Otto of 
Philadelphia.7 Yet, not until 1952 was it recognized that there are actually two 
forms of hemophilia with the same distinctive inheritance pattern: hemophilia A, or 
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classic hemophilia, and hemophilia B, called Christmas 
disease. Christmas disease was named for the first patient 
in which it was described.8 When plasmas from this 
patient and six others were mixed with plasma from the 
majority of patients with hemophilia, their prolonged clot-
ting was corrected, indicating that they did not have the 
same defect, an example of genetic complementation. The 
clotting factor deficient in hemophilia A was named factor 
VIII (FVIII) and that deficient in HB, once called 
Christmas factor, was named factor IX (FIX).9 The famous 
hemophilia family descended from Queen Victoria of 
England has been shown to have HB; their specific muta-
tion in the F9 gene was identified in the recently discov-
ered remains of the Russian royal family.10

Clinical Features
Hemophilia is typically suspected in an infant with intra-
cranial hemorrhage or bleeding post circumcision; how-
ever, these occurred in only 19% and 27%, respectively, of 
404 males with HA or HB who were attending US hemo-
philia treatment centers (HTCs) by age 2.11 The initial 
bleeding symptoms reported most often were iatrogenic 
(heel stick, intramuscular injection, venipuncture) and 
traumatic (oral mucosa, soft tissue, joint) episodes. 
Among this young group, 75% were diagnosed within 
the first month of life; however, 63% were diagnosed 
due to family history of hemophilia and only 35% due to 
bleeding. Some may have escaped bleeding because the 
diagnosis occurred prior to procedures, such as circumci-
sion, particularly when family history was known. In chil-
dren without a known family history of HB, diagnosis may 
be delayed until excessive bruising occurs during crawling 
or walking. Although males are affected much more often, 
females may have the disorder, as discussed below, and 
apparent female sex does not exclude the diagnosis.12

Both HA and HB will result in prolongation of the 
activated partial thromboplastin time (APTT), except in 
the milder forms. HB is diagnosed by measurement of FIX 
activity in plasma using a one-stage clot-based or chromo-
genic substrate assay. The results are expressed as % of 
normal, which is equivalent to units per deciliter (U/dL) or 
international units (IU) per deciliter when quantitated by 
comparison to an international plasma standard.13 HB is 
defined as severe if FIX activity is less than 1% (<1 U/dL), 
moderate if the level is 1–5% (1–5 U/dL), and mild if the 
level is greater than 5% but less than 40% (>5 to <40 U/ 
dL), although some sources use <50% rather than <40% to 
define the hemophilia range.14 FIX activity may also be 

low in the following circumstances: normal neonates and 
premature infants; vitamin K deficiency at any life stage; 
inherited deficiency of vitamin K-dependent factors (an 
autosomal disorder); anticoagulant therapy with vitamin 
K antagonists, such as warfarin or coumadin; and liver 
disease. These conditions, however, will also result in 
a decrease in other vitamin K-dependent factors, such as 
factor VII, and result in prolongation of the prothrombin 
time in addition to the APTT. FIX may also be measured 
as FIX antigen by immunologic methods; this test will be 
normal in most acquired deficiencies but also is normal in 
some forms of HB and is not often available clinically.

Diagnosis of HB in the neonate may be difficult due to 
the low levels of FIX seen in unaffected infants. Levels do 
not reach the normal adult range until six months of age.15 

In infants, severe disease can be detected by carefully 
controlled FIX assays, but mild or moderate levels may 
be difficult to interpret. Laboratories less experienced at 
measuring low FIX levels may prefer to use reference 
laboratories or referrals to specialized hemophilia treat-
ment centers to avoid misdiagnosis. The analysis of the 
F9 gene for a causative variant can be used to confirm the 
diagnosis.

Severe HB may result in spontaneous bleeding into 
joints and muscles, which if untreated causes intense 
pain, immobility, and eventually permanent joint damage. 
Prompt treatment when bleeding occurs, termed episodic 
treatment, can reduce these effects; however, today’s stan-
dard of care for individuals with severe hemophilia is 
prophylactic treatment, providing frequent doses of factor 
to prevent bleeding episodes, which can reduce the long- 
term effects of the disease.16 In moderate HB, similar 
bleeding may occur; however, it is rarely spontaneous 
except in areas with previous damage. Bleeding in mild 
HB is most often the result of injury or medical or dental 
procedures. All forms will need pretreatment to normalize 
FIX levels for surgery or dental procedures. Treatment 
today is given by recombinant FIX products, some of 
which have been altered to prolong FIX half-life in the 
circulation and are referred to as extended half-life 
products.17 Treatment intervals are individually deter-
mined to maintain protective levels of FIX.18 In an inter-
national study conducted from 2015 to 2018, prophylactic 
treatment was received by 64% of severe patients, 8.7% of 
moderate patients, and no mild patients; severe patients 
averaged 57 infusions per year, moderate 12 infusions, and 
mild 5 infusions.19 In the United States, health care costs 
among patients with HB averaged 25 times those of 
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matched controls, due primarily to the cost of factor repla-
cement therapy.20 Some methods of gene therapy for HB 
are currently in clinical trials, as discussed below.21

It has long been suggested that HB is clinically less 
severe than HA.22,23 This perception may be partially due 
to the fact that the distribution of severity is different in the 
two disorders (Table 1). Among patients treated at US HTCs, 
those with severe disease make up 48.2% of HA patients but 
only 28.7% of those with HB.24 The differences go beyond 
frequencies, however. Studies have shown that patients with 
HB had fewer hemarthroses and less joint damage, fewer 
bleeding episodes, and lower rates of prophylactic treatment 
than those with HA, as reviewed by Castaman.1 The effects 
of the two diseases are also influenced by their mutation 
profiles.22 Severe HA results more often from null variants 
producing no gene product, while severe HB includes 
a higher proportion of missense variants.1 Because of this 
difference, HB patients are also less likely than those with 
HA to produce antibodies that interfere with the function of 
clotting factor replacement (inhibitors). In the United States, 
2% of 3785 HB patients enrolled in a national surveillance 
program had inhibitors, including 4.9% of those with severe 
HB, 0.5% of those with moderate HB, and 0.1% of those 
with mild HB.25 HB patients with inhibitors, unlike those 
with HA, often develop anaphylaxis26 or nephrotic 
syndrome27 when treated with FIX-containing products. 
Patients with inhibitors to FIX usually require alternative 
treatments to achieve hemostasis, such as recombinant factor 
VIIa.28 The reduction of antibody response by frequent factor 
doses (ie, immune tolerance induction) is less successful in 
HB than in HA.29

Epidemiology
HB is less common than HA. An international study30 

found the prevalence of HA to be 17.1 per 100,000 
males in the population, while the prevalence of HB was 
3.8 males per 100,000; thus, HB affects 18% of people 
with hemophilia. The incidence, or prevalence at birth, 
was 23.2 per 100,000 males for HA and 4.7 per 100,000 

males for HB, making the incidence of HB about one-fifth 
that for HA. Similar figures have been obtained from US 
HTCs, although the prevalence of HB in the United States 
was slightly higher, making up 24% of those with 
hemophilia.24 HB has been observed to be more common 
in some portions of the US;24 this is thought to be due to 
a founder effect, discussed below. When studied on 
a country-by-country basis, HB prevalence was found to 
vary among countries and to be higher in higher-income 
countries. It also appeared to increase over time. Both of 
these characteristics may be due to increased access to 
health care, longer survival, and better data collection.31

Inheritance
HA and HB both exhibit X-linked inheritance because the 
gene for FVIII, called F8, and the gene for FIX, called F9, are 
located on the long arm of the X chromosome. In the sex 
determination mechanism of humans, females have two 
X chromosomes, and males have one X chromosome and 
one Y chromosome. Because most genes on the 
X chromosome have a single allele on the X and no compar-
able allele on the Y chromosome, defects in X chromosome 
genes are apparent in the male, who is termed hemizygous 
and has the full phenotype of the disease. Females have two 
alleles for X chromosome genes, so a defect in a single allele 
may be compensated by a normal allele. The phenotype of 
such heterozygous females, however, is complicated by the 
normal process of X chromosome inactivation, discussed 
below, and more complex genetic situations, which rarely 
may produce hemophilic females.12 It is this X-linked inheri-
tance pattern, which has been recognized for centuries, that is 
usually characterized by unaffected heterozygous females 
(carriers) transmitting hemophilia to one-half of their male 
offspring and heterozygosity to one-half of their daughters. 
Men with hemophilia transmit a hemophilia allele to all of 
their daughters and none of their sons, who get their 
Y chromosome only.

“Sporadic” cases of hemophilia appear when there is no 
known family history of the disease. They may be due to 1) 

Table 1 Frequency of Hemophilia A and Hemophilia B Patients by Severity Among Patients Attending US Hemophilia Treatment Centers24

Type n Severity n (%)

Severe Moderate Mild Unknown

Hemophilia A 16,642 8011 (48.2) 3319 (19.9) 5024 (30.2) 288 (1.7)

Hemophilia B 5106 1467 (28.7) 2108 (41.3) 1423 (27.9) 108 (2.1)

Notes: Adapted with permission from Soucie JM, Miller CH, Dupervil B, Le B, Buckner TW. Occurrence rates of haemophilia among males in the United States based on 
surveillance conducted in specialized haemophilia treatment centres. Haemophilia. 2020;26(3):487–493. Published 2020. This article is a U.S. Government work and is in the 
public domain in the USA.24
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a new hemophilia allele appearing by mutation in the egg or 
sperm cell producing the affected child, in which case the 
mother is not heterozygous; 2) a new mutation in the egg or 
sperm cell producing the mother, who is thus heterozy-
gous; 3) a heterozygous mother whose family history was 
not known, due either to lack of information or the occur-
rence of few male births in the family; or 4) maternal 
mosaicism.32 Approximately one-third of births of males 
with HB are reported to be sporadic; however, many mothers 
are subsequently shown to be heterozygous or mosaic by 
testing or birth of further affected sons. In a study of 240 HB 
patients,33 149 (62%) were familial cases; of the 91 mothers 
with no family history, 42 (46%) subsequently had more 
affected offspring, proving themselves heterozygous or 
mosaic, and approximately 85% of the remaining 49 were 
found heterozygous by testing, indicating that overall, 92% 
of mothers of sporadic cases were actually heterozygous in 
reproductive cells. Cases born to truly non-heterozygous 
mothers are quite rare; and given the possibility of mosai-
cism, discussed below, non-heterozygosity cannot be proven 
with certainty in a sporadic case.32

Factor IX Gene and Protein
The FIX gene, F9, is located at Xq27.1 and includes 33.5 
kilobases (kb) of DNA with 8 exons (Figure 1). The 2.7 kb 

FIX messenger RNA produces a single-chain precursor 
protein of 461 amino acids.34 The protein includes 
a signal peptide, a propeptide, a glutamic acid (Gla) 
domain, two epidermal growth factor-like (EGF) domains, 
a linking sequence, and the catalytic (protease) domain. 
Twelve Gla residues require vitamin K-dependent gamma- 
carboxylation. The first EGF domain undergoes beta- 
hydroxylation at residue Asp64, addition of di- or 
trisaccharide, and formation of three disulphide bonds. 
After the cleavage of a pre-pro leader, the mature protein 
has 415 amino acids.34 During activation, the cleavage of 
two peptide bonds releases an activation peptide of 35 
amino acids. Activated factor IX (FIXa) consists of a light 
chain, including the Gla and EGF domains, and a heavy 
chain, the catalytic domain, and has serine protease activity.

FIX is produced in hepatocytes and is similar in struc-
ture to other vitamin K-dependent proteins, such as factors 
II, VII, and X.35 In the coagulation process, FIX is con-
verted to FIXa by activated FVII and tissue factor through 
the extrinsic pathway or by activated factor XI through the 
intrinsic pathway. FIXa converts factor X to activated FX 
(FXa) in the presence of its cofactor FVIII. FXa then 
converts prothrombin to thrombin to facilitate the forma-
tion of the fibrin clot.

Figure 1 Diagram of factor IX (FIX) gene and protein structure. (A) FIX gene (F9). (B). FIX protein showing amino acids numbered by Human Genome Variation Society 
nomenclature. (C). Activated FIX (FIXa). Domains include signal peptide (Signal), propeptide (Pro), gamma-carboxyglutamic acid (Gla), hydrophobic segment (H), epidermal 
growth factor (EGF) 1, EGF 2, linker peptide (L), activation peptide (Act), serine protease.
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F9 Variants
Terminology for gene changes has evolved from the use of 
the terms “mutation” and “polymorphism” to a preference 
for the term “variant” with qualifiers indicating what is 
known about the ability of the change to cause disease. 
Standards and guidelines produced by the American 
College of Medical Genetics and Genomics and the 
Association for Molecular Pathology in 201536 have been 
applied specifically to bleeding disorders by Gomez et al.32 

Under these guidelines, variants in the structure of the F9 
gene that are disease-causing are termed pathogenic, while 
variants that do not affect FIX function and occur in the 
normal population are termed benign. Two online databases 
record reported F9 variants. The Factor IX Gene (F9) 
Variant Database at http://www.factorix.org includes both 
pathogenic and benign variants with individual patient data 
reported in the literature or submitted.4 The CDC 
Hemophilia B Mutation Project (CHBMP) at https://www. 
cdc.gov/ncbddd/hemophilia/champs.html lists variants 
reported to cause HB by their first literature report.5 Both 
include information on severity and inhibitor occurrence, 
when available. The Factor IX Gene (F9) Variant Database 
also includes structural models for missense variants. The 
variants listed in the Factor IX Gene (F9) Variant Database 
(Table 2A) are classified by DNA change. Point mutations 
make up 76.7% of disease-causing variants in F9, followed 
by deletions at 17.2%, with other variant types including 
fewer than 5% of variants. Table 2B shows the distribution 
of variant types currently reported in CHBMP, which are 
classified by their effect on the protein. Missense variants 
make up 58.1% of those reported, followed by frameshifts 
at 16.1%, splice site changes at 9.4%, and nonsense variants 
at 8.0%. Other variant types each make up fewer than 5% of 
variants observed.

Inhibitors to FIX occur primarily in patients with F9 
deletions, frameshifts, and nonsense mutations, which 
result in truncated or absent FIX protein; only one mis-
sense and two splicing variants have been reported in 
patients with inhibitors.4

One form of HB is unique in that FIX levels are low in 
early life and rise at puberty: hemophilia B Leyden,37 

which is caused by variants in the promoter region of 
F9. This apparent “cure” of HB with age was originally 
thought to be related to androgen receptors, but increases 
in FIX have been seen in some patients prior to puberty38 

and in heterozygous women,39 suggesting a sex- 
independent mechanism.

Heterozygous Females (Carriers)
Females who are heterozygous for HB-causing F9 variants 
have a wide range of FIX levels (Figure 2) due to the 
phenomenon of X-chromosome inactivation (XCI), which 
in humans serves to inactivate one X chromosome in each 
somatic cell of a female and equalize the dosage of 
X chromosome genes between males and females. XCI 
occurs randomly early in development and results in clonal 
populations of cells with either the paternal or the maternal 
X inactive. This is not obvious unless a disease gene is 
involved. If the allele from one parent is defective, XCI, 
due to its random nature, can result in all X chromosomes 
with the defective allele being expressed or all of those 
with the normal allele being expressed, as shown at the 
extreme ends of the distribution in Figure 2, or any com-
bination in between. This results in a substantial number of 
females heterozygous for HA or HB having factor levels 

Table 2 Unique F9 Variants Reported to Cause Hemophilia B by 
Variant Type Classified by A. Type of Gene Change from Factor 
IX Gene (F9) Variant Database [http://www.factorix.org] and 
B. Type of Protein Change from CDC Hemophilia B Mutation 
Project [https://www.cdc.gov/ncbddd/hemophilia/champs.html

A. Type of Gene Change80 Number of 
Variants

% of 
Variants

Point mutation 800 76.7
Deletion 179 17.2

Insertion 37 3.5

Indel 17 1.6
Duplication 5 0.5

Complex 5 0.5

Total 1043 100.0

B. Type of Protein Change81 Number of 
Variants

% of 
Variants

Missense 657 58.1

Frameshift 182 16.1
Splice site change 106 9.4

Nonsense 91 8.0

Large structural change (>50 base 
pairs)

33 2.9

Promoter 25 2.2

Small structural change (in-frame, 
<50 base pairs)

23 2.0

3ʹ untranslated region 4 0.4

Synonymous 10 0.9
Total 1131 100.0

Notes: Adapted with permission from UCL. Factor IX Gene (F9) Variant Database. 
Available from: http://www.factorix.org/statistics.html.php.80 Data from Centers for 
Disease Control and Prevention CHBMP F9 Mutation List.81
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below the hemostatic range of about 40%. These women 
and girls will have the bleeding symptoms typically seen 
in males with hemophilia of the same factor level, such as 
hemarthrosis and muscle bleeding, and should be consid-
ered to have hemophilia. Likewise, heterozygotes for HB 
may have FIX levels that are completely normal; such 
women are undetectable by measurement of FIX level 
alone. Thus, the ability to detect HB heterozygotes was 
limited prior to the availability of gene sequencing. 
Hemophilia heterozygotes have higher rates than non- 
heterozygotes of excessive bleeding with tooth extraction, 
surgery, and delivery, as recently summarized.12 

Menorrhagia is often present but is not invariable.40,41 

On a standardized bleeding assessment tool, the 
International Society on Thrombosis and Haemostasis 
Bleeding Assessment Tool, women heterozygous for HA 
or HB scored higher than controls in the categories of 
cutaneous, minor wound, oral cavity, menorrhagia, hemar-
throsis, post dental, postsurgical, and postpartum bleeding, 
and there was a significant inverse correlation between 
factor level and bleeding score.42

A female is considered an obligate heterozygote for HB if 
she is the mother of a HB son with another relative with HB, 
the mother of more than one HB son, or the daughter of a man 
with HB. Other women related to a male with HB through 
maternal ties are potential heterozygotes. Most HB heterozy-
gotes within families transmitting HB can be detected by 
sequencing of the F9 gene, preferably after the disease- 
causing variant in the affected male has been identified. F9 
deletions and duplications are not evident in the heterozygous 
state by sequencing and require Multiplex Ligation- 

Dependent Probe Amplification (MLPA®) or similar gene 
dosage analysis for detection.43 Each heterozygous or poten-
tially heterozygous female is advised to have her factor IX 
level measured and bleeding history assessed at the time of 
genetic diagnosis and receive advice regarding her need for 
treatment and genetic counseling about available reproductive 
options and delivery planning, as discussed below.

Heterozygotes for HB are heterogeneous in their gene 
expression due to XCI; this does not usually affect detec-
tion of the heterozygous state by testing of DNA from 
blood cells. Rarely, however, individuals may have differ-
ent genotypes in blood cells and reproductive cells and are 
mosaic, as discussed below. This occurrence makes it 
impossible to assure a woman with no family history of 
HB that she is not heterozygous for HB with complete 
certainty. This needs to be communicated when test results 
are discussed.

Females with Hemophilia B
Although females with severe or moderate HB are quite 
rare, women and girls made up 24% of individuals with 
mild HB seen for care at US HTCs.44 The genetic causes 
of hemophilia in those women and girls among whom 
a causative variant has been identified have recently been 
reviewed.12 They include homozygosity (two copies of the 
same hemophilia-causing variant), compound heterozyg-
osity (two different hemophilia-causing variants in trans), 
hemizygosity (a single hemophilia-causing variant with no 
normal allele), and heterozygosity (one hemophilia- 
causing variant and one normal allele). Homozygosity 
was reported in a 9-year-old girl with FIX<1% who inher-
ited a F9 variant, c.484C>T; p.Arg162*, from both 
a heterozygous mother and a father with severe HB who 
were related.45 Compound heterozygosity was seen in 
a girl with moderate HB (FIX 1%) whose mother was 
demonstrated to have somatic mosaicism, with a F9 var-
iant present in 5% of leucocytes but 10–30% of buccal and 
urogenital cells and normal FIX, while a second mutation 
occurred de novo on her unaffected father’s 
X chromosome. Her sister received her mother’s variant 
only and had 7% FIX.46 Hemizygosity was identified in 
five females with HB: three had Turner syndrome (45,X), 
two of whom were mosaic for cell lines missing an 
X chromosome;40,47,48 and two had X-chromosome dele-
tions that included their normal F9 alleles: 46,X,del(X) 
(q26.3q28)49 and 46,X,del(X)(q27).40 Heterozygosity with 
preferential inactivation of abnormal X chromosomes was 
seen in three families. Two involved X/autosome 

Figure 2 Distributions of factor IX activity in women heterozygous for variants causing 
hemophilia B (heterozygotes) and for women not having variants causing hemophilia 
(controls). Reproduced with permission from Miller CH, Bean CJ. Genetic causes of 
haemophilia in women and girls. Haemophilia. 2020;27(2):e164–e179. © Published 2020. 
This article is a U.S. Government work and is in the public domain in the USA.12
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translocations with deletion of part of F9.50,51 In one case, 
maternal uniparental disomy of Xq27qter caused the 
X with the normal F9 allele to be inactivated.52 Presence 
of other disease genes on the X chromosome has been 
reported to cause preferential XCI leading to HA, but no 
such cases have been described in HB.12

As noted above, genetically proven heterozygotes with 
no overt X chromosome structural defect may have FIX 
levels diagnostic of HB. Eighteen of these have been 
studied in depth, with twelve demonstrated to have exces-
sively skewed X-inactivation patterns, as reviewed.12 

A pair of monozygotic twins had FIX levels of <1% and 
15%,53 and a pair of dizygotic twins with 2% and 24% 
FIX showed 99:1 and 65:35 parental X activity, 
respectively.54 It has been suggested that undetected 
small structural changes in the X chromosome may 
account for some of these cases.54–56 Changes to the Xist 
gene resulting in familial skewed X inactivation have also 
been suggested for HA,57 and the same mechanism could 
apply to HB.

Evaluation of a female presenting with a low FIX level 
requires an initial assessment of personal and family his-
tory of bleeding; if no family history of HB is found, then 
further evaluation would include testing for other vitamin 
K-dependent factors (factors II, VII, and X) to rule out 
congenital or acquired combined deficiency and testing of 
FIX levels in both parents. Factor IX inhibitors causing 
acquired HB are quite rare but could be considered. F9 
analysis for HB-causing variants should be conducted by 
sequencing and MLPA®, which is necessary to detect gene 
deletions and duplications in females. For those with FIX 
less than 5%, a karyotype with high-resolution examina-
tion of the X chromosome, paternity testing, and 
X inactivation studies are indicated. The differential diag-
nosis for a female with low FIX includes vitamin 
K deficiency, combined deficiency of vitamin 
K-dependent factors, acquired HB, and physiologic low 
level in a neonate.

Mutation and Mosaicism
Hemophilia was used in the first studies of the mutation rate 
of human genes.58,59 HB has been used to demonstrate 
a higher rate of mutation in spermatogenesis than 
oogenesis60,61 as well as the genetic concept of founder 
effect. Founder effect occurs when a disease-causing variant 
is present in one of the small number of founding members 
of an isolated population and thus is transmitted to a higher 
proportion of individuals than in other populations. Only 

three F9 variants were suggested to account for 25% of the 
HB patients in the United States.62 Two of these accounted 
for 19% of HB patients in Mexico, however with different 
haplotypes, suggesting independent origins.63 In Ireland, 
a different group of three HB variants made up 51% of 
HB cases, including an HB Leyden variant.64 No such effect 
was seen in Sweden65 or Germany,66 and it was suggested 
that “hot spots” in F9 prone to mutation might account for 
the higher prevalence of certain variants.

Mosaicism is the presence of cell lines with different 
genotypes appearing in various tissues in an individual.67 

It may be somatic or germline or both; either can have 
implications for reproductive outcomes. Somatic mosai-
cism for HB has been reported among both males and 
females. Mosaicism in leukocyte DNA was found in 11% 
of 45 individuals studied with sensitive techniques.68 Only 
cases with extremely low levels of mosaicism are likely to 
affect tests based on DNA isolated from leukocytes. 
However, somatic mosaicism may cause misinterpretation 
of phenotype. In three cases, men thought to have normal 
or mildly decreased FIX were actually mosaic for HB 
variants that appeared as severe or moderate HB when 
fully expressed in their affected grandchildren.69–71 In 
a family study, the mother of a sporadic HB male and 
her four sisters had the same F9 haplotype but only the 
mother showed an HB-causing variant, which was also 
present in leukocyte DNA from the maternal grandmother 
on the haplotype inherited by all the sisters, suggesting 
that the grandmother had germline mosaicism.72 The birth 
of a second HB son when leukocyte DNA appeared nor-
mal has been reported.73 Additional testing of other tissues 
and with more sensitive methods has been advocated for 
mothers of sporadic cases;74 however, in some individuals, 
germline mutations may be present without variants in 
other tissues. This limits the ability to completely rule 
out heterozygosity by DNA analysis in blood and warrants 
a caveat in communication of test results.

Genetic Counseling and 
Reproductive Options
The development of sophisticated DNA analysis techni-
ques has simplified the detection of heterozygotes in 
families transmitting HB yet has revealed the genetic 
complexity of the disease with its large number of patho-
genic variants and potential for mosaicism and affected 
females. Genetic counseling for women undergoing 
genetic testing and all heterozygotes determined from 
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pedigree analysis includes discussion of these concepts 
and measurement of FIX level to assess bleeding risk. 
Communication of this complex information warrants 
the use of a skilled genetic counselor. There are many 
reproductive options. Preimplantation genetic diagnosis 
has been performed for HB75 and is an option in some 
countries.76 Prenatal diagnosis by chorionic villus biopsy 
or amniocentesis is widely available and may be consid-
ered for delivery management; it may require pretreat-
ment in women with low FIX levels. Non-invasive 
testing of fetal cells present in maternal plasma has been 
performed for HB as early as 10 weeks of pregnancy, 
although it has been more successful later in pregnancy.77 

Men with HB also need genetic counseling, including 
education about the genetics of their disease, their risk 
of affected grandsons, and the possibility that their daugh-
ters may have bleeding symptoms.

Gene Therapy
Gene therapy for HB was first performed successfully in 
2011 using an adeno-associated viral (AAV) vector directed 
to the liver, which is the site of synthesis of FIX. It was 
complicated by anti-AAV immune response and low levels 
of expression but achieved 2–6% levels of FIX over several 
years.78 Subsequent trials using the variant FIX-Padua, 
which has increased FIX production, and altered vectors 
have produced average FIX levels of 25–47%.21 Thus, levels 
in the upper range of mild HB or the normal range can be 
achieved, altering the clinical phenotype. Clinical trials, 
including two in Phase 3,79 are ongoing, as are those in 
animal models to answer questions surrounding the durabil-
ity of the response, the need for immunosuppression, dose 
required, inhibitor risk, long-term liver effects, germline 
integration, and applicability to affected females.21 In addi-
tion, cost–benefit analyses of this expensive therapy are 
being carried out, and educational efforts directed to physi-
cians and patients have been developed.79

Conclusions
Understanding of the basic genetics of HB has contributed 
to clinical care by providing information leading to 
improved treatment, better testing, and more accurate 
information for patients and families.
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